A look inside climate denial

by Janet Lawson

F ever wonder why you get so frustrated by the confusion about climate change? It’s not because you’re in a reality of your own. Polls of thousands of climate scientists and millions of people who have read their peer-reviewed papers, as well as thousands of nonscientists who have attended climate conferences have long been aware that there is no climate change denial. But while the experts are few, at least half of the population is not. What’s been happening to us? And why do we think the facts are so much more threatened? Sadly, this dilution of our attention to the warming even though the world is a whole...
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Don't ever let it make you feel like you're alone. I think you're strong, you're beautiful, you're someone who can lead a normal life. You can do anything you set your mind to. Just remember that you're not the only one who feels this way. I've been there, and I know it's hard, but don't give up. Keep fighting and never losing hope. You have a fighting chance. Believe in yourself. You're not alone.

LETTERS TO THE EDITORMissing the horses

I miss the horses. They were wonderful. They had a special bond with us. I still look forward to the day when I can see them again. They were such a part of my life and I can't imagine life without them. They were a constant source of joy and comfort. I am so grateful for the time I had with them and I hope to see them again soon.

After the ADA, the undane work
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It was wonderful being around the horses. They were such a calming presence. I miss their gentle nature and the way they always seemed to know what I needed. I used to spend hours just sitting and watching them graze, and I always felt so much better after spending time with them. They were such an important part of my life and I'll never forget the love and care they showed me.
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KATHERINE RASDAGLE

I am grateful that Senator Barrett and Representative Provost are including the voices and needs of disabled communities in the legislative process. With their leadership, I am convinced that our entire Commonwealth Legislature will be better equipped to communicate and address the challenges of open dialogue with everyone that represents them. We also know that the Caucus is the group that is most likely to have a strong interest in the issues that we care about.

The past event centered on a discussion of accessibility etiquette, including tips on avoiding terms that people with disabilities prefer to use in reference to the communities of which they are part. Barrett and Provost said it was a hit, noting that the room was packed with legislators, staff, and advocates.
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Rick Frese gives text on Civil War

By John Cook

"For a long time I have lived in Concord—of course, not in Concord as many have, but in a story that hasn't been told, and it needed to be told."

Frese, a retired college professor, is a Concord historian. His latest book, says Frese, because it was a story that hadn't been told, and it needed to be told. His research and his book led to a question of whether his book includes details of the activities of the soldiers who were active in Concord before and during the war. Frese's answer was simple: "No, the book has been thoroughly told." The story for this piece has to do with the 400 Concord men who improved the call and were sent off to war, out of a total town population of the time of some 2,000. It is a story of the 46 Concord colonists who paid the ultimate price and whose names are engraved on the tablet affixed to the obelisk on Monument Square. And of the one Concord soldier who paid the ultimate price and whose name is not on the tablet. George Washington Dugan, the only Concord soldier from Concord who went off to war, and of the family engaged in an effort to add Dugan's name to the monument. His family's story is one of success.
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